Punctuation Sentences

Put in the correct punctuation in these sentences. Put in speech marks, exclamation marks, full stops, commas, and capital letters where needed.

1. I would be delighted to come to the party shrieked Amy.
2. Jenna shouted pass the ball to me
3. Carly asked which way do I draw the picture
4. I would like to come to the birthday party said Matthew as I like ice skating.
5. May I use joined handwriting George inquired.
6. I hope I am good today exclaimed Daniel so that I will get a modelling balloon.
7. My name is in the Bible said Luke as it is in the New Testament
8. Please use joined handwriting said the teacher otherwise you will repeat the work

Punctuation

Put in the correct punctuation in the following sentences. You will need apostrophes, commas, speech marks, question marks, exclamation marks, and full stops, as well as capital letters.

1. martin went to the shops to buy a novel called the phoenix and the carpet
2. mrs smyth went to the supermarket to buy bread jam and cereal for breakfast
3. when she got there she asked the cashier would you accept a cheque
4. the cashier said yes and the bill was paid
5. after that she went to her husbands car where she put the groceries
6. when she got home mr smyth shouted you for get the milk
7. they went to the supermarket together and bought some spelga yoghurts as well.

1. room 4 went on an outing to a farm
2. they saw cows sheep hens and bulls
3. the teacher asked has anyone seen the cockerel
4. samuel and louise said no but we heard it five minutes ago
5. it was time to go so the class climbed into the schools minibus and went home
Punctuation

Put in the correct punctuation in the following sentences. You will need apostrophes, commas, speech marks, question marks, exclamation marks, and full Stops, as well as capital letters.

1. it was the first day of the summer holidays
2. ann joanne and alison were playing in anns garden
3. joanne said its a hot day lets go to the beach
4. alison said its too far my mum won’t allow me to go that far
5. eventually alison phoned her mum who allowed her to go to crawfordsburn
6. the girls built sandcastles a moat and tower in the sand
7. they then went into the water in belfast lough but it was very cold
8. joannes skin started to show goose pimples
9. she said its far too cold in here im going back to the beach
10. the other two girls stayed in the water for another fifteen minutes
11. ann and alison dried themselves and put on t-shirts shorts socks and shoes
12. they went home again and ann said that was an exciting day